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IT WAS SYSTEMIC-PURPOSEFUL FRAUD: Clark

County Nevada Dominion Machines ALSO Kicked

out “About 70% of Ballots” – It Was in the

Settings!
By Jim Hoft
Published December 15, 2020 at 8:31am 
-115 Comments



In a huge development on Monday morning, Michigan Judge Elsenheiemer

gave Attorney Matthew DePerno permission to release the results of his

forensic study on the Dominion Voting Machines by IT experts with the

provision that he make a few redactions, which DePerno claims were “minor.”

DePerno said the redactions were “not relevant,” and that the key part of the

report has been released in his bombshell report.

The report by Allied Security Operations Group was released following the

hearing.

 

Allied Security Operations Group
Antrim Michigan Forensics Report

REVISED PRELIMINARY SUMMARY, v2

Report Date 12/13/2020 

Client: Bill Bailey

Attorney: Matthew DePerno

A. WHO WE ARE

1. My name is Russell James Ramsland, Jr., and I am a resident of Dallas County,
Texas. I hold an MBA from Harvard University, and a political science degree
from Duke University. I have worked with the National Aeronautics and Space

 Administration (NASA) and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
among other organizations, and have run businesses all over the world, many of
which are highly technical in nature. I have served on technical government
panels.

2. I am part of the management team of Allied Security Operations Group, LLC,
(ASOG). ASOG is a group of globally engaged professionals who come from
various disciplines to include Department of Defense, Secret Service,
Department of Homeland Security, and the Central Intelligence Agency. It
provides a range of security services, but has a particular emphasis on
cybersecurity, open source investigation and penetration testing of networks. We
employ a wide variety of cyber and cyber forensic analysts. We have patents
pending in a variety of applications from novel network security applications to
SCADA (S i C t l d D t A i iti ) t ti d f b i
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From our report by Patty McMurray on Monday — After the forensic

examination of 16 Dominion Voting machines in Antrim, Co. MI, Allied Security

Operations Group has concluded that the Dominion Voting machines were

assigned a 68.05% error rate. DePerno explained that when ballots are put

through the machine, a whopping 68.05% error rate means that 68.05% of

the ballots are sent for bulk adjudication, which means they collect the ballots

in a folder. “The ballots are sent somewhere where people in another location

can change the vote,” DePerno explained.

This was a very significant finding. The Dominion machines were set up to

dispute 68.05 percent of all ballots. These ballots were then sent off to

“another location” where people in other locations could change the votes.

1

SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) protection and safe browsing
solutions for the dark and deep web. For this report, I have relied on these
experts and resources.

B. PURPOSE AND PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS

1. The purpose of this forensic audit is to test the integrity of Dominion Voting
System in how it performed in Antrim County, Michigan for the 2020 election.

2. We conclude that the Dominion Voting System is intentionally and purposefully
designed with inherent errors to create systemic fraud and influence election
results. The system intentionally generates an enormously high number of ballot
errors. The electronic ballots are then transferred for adjudication. The intentional
errors lead to bulk adjudication of ballots with no oversight, no transparency, and
no audit trail. This leads to voter or election fraud. Based on our study, we
conclude that The Dominion Voting System should not be used in Michigan. We
further conclude that the results of Antrim County should not have been certified.

 

3 The following is a breakdown of the votes tabulated for the 2020 election in

1 of 23  
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This is election fraud.

And now it appears this was not an isolated incident by Dominion

voting machines.

The same thing happened in Clark County Nevada — Las Vegas.

Clark County, Nevada election officials also *HAPPENED* to report an

error scanning “ABOUT 70% OF BALLOTS”.🔻

DOMINION – NEVADA🚨

The error rate scanning ballots in Antrim County, Michigan was 68.05%.

Dominion Voting Systems are also used in Clark County, Nevada.

Clark County, Nevada election officials also *HAPPENED* to report an error

scanning “ABOUT 70% OF BALLOTS”.🔻  pic.twitter.com/6kplN2dprX

— Kanekoa (@KanekoaTheGreat) December 14, 2020

As Attorney Matthew DePerno noted that this Dominion voting setting was an

“intentionally and purposefully” setting error.

h



President Trump tweeted this morning about these tremendous problems

being found with voting machines.

Tremendous problems being found with voting machines. They are so far

off it is ridiculous. Able to take a landslide victory and reduce it to a tight

loss. This is not what the USA is all about. Law enforcement shielding

machines. DO NOT TAMPER, a crime. Much more to come!

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) December 15, 2020

68% error rate in Michigan Voting Machines. Should be, by law, a tiny

percentage of one percent. Did Michigan Secretary of State break the law?

Stay tuned!

Matthew S. DePerno, Esq.
@mdeperno

.@JoshJPhilipp “intentionally and purposefully”

Joshua Philipp@JoshJPhilipp

Significant when you remember the forensic audit says this is
“intentional” error: twitter.com/KanekoaTheGrea…
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New Detailed Inventory on Election Fraud in the

2020 Election by Deroy Murdock Provides Strong

Evidence on President Trump’s Performance in

All the Swing States and Overall Race
By Joe Hoft
Published January 9, 2021 at 2:12pm 
1131 Comments

A new report by investigative journalist Deroy Murdock

shows that per an inventory of known vote and election



fraud issues in the 2020 election, President Trump won the

election.

Deroy Murdock is a political commentator and a contributing editor at

National Review Online.  He’s provided a comprehensive inventory of election

and voter fraud issues in the six swing states in the 2020 election at

TrumpTrainNews.com.  We are told Deroy worked on this report for weeks.

Here are his numbers:



In every state (Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, Nevada, Pennsylvania and

Wisconsin) there are more fraudulent ballots identified than there are

votes Biden reportedly led Trump by.

Deroy reported:

As the nearby chart details, once a variety of categories of allegedly

improper or illegal votes have been subtracted from Biden’s margins of

victories, his wins become losses in Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, Nevada,

Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. If those states shift into President Donald J.

Trump’s column, he comfortably would win four more years in the White

House.

Some of the more worrisome data include these allegations: 19,997 ballots

in Arizona cast by those under age 18. In Georgia, 20,312 out-of-state voters

seemingly voted in-state. In Michigan, 27,825 ballots apparently were

“requested” by voters who made no such request. Nevada saw 42,284

suspected in-state double voters. Absentee ballots officially recorded as

returned on or before the day they were mailed out total 58,221 in

Pennsylvania. In Wisconsin, 96,437 able-bodied voters evidently skirted the

Badger State’s voter ID law by claiming to be “indefinitely confined.”

Beyond this chart, senators and House members of both parties should be

chilled to their marrow by a December 22 letter signed by 19 members of



Pennsylvania’s State Senate. In that document, and a December 28 news

release by 17 of these legislators, they calculate that 202,377 more ballots

were cast for president than there were voters who voted. This is called

“stuffing the ballot box” and is the most basic and profound species of vote

fraud.

We shared with Deroy that an additional 460,000 ballots in Georgia (and no

doubt many more in many states), some which might overlap with some of his

numbers above, have also been identified as illegitimate.

Georgia’s Corrupt Republican Leadership Gave Joe Biden Win By Less

Than 12,000 Votes – Yet 460,000 Drop Box Ballots STILL MISSING

Chain of Custody Documentation Required by Law



Everyone knows the results of the 2020 election are invalid.  Even the

corrupt politicians who ignored the fraud.

We need all the ballots in every state ran through a

forensic audit to identify any and all fraudulent ballots and

determine the winner of the 2020 Presidential election

based on legitimate votes.
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BREAKING EXCLUSIVE: Accurate List of 2020

Election Fraud Cases Shows 81 Cases Total, 30

Still Active – And NOT ONE SINGLE COURT Has

Allowed Evidence to be Argued
By Joe Hoft
Published January 24, 2021 at 10:51am 
1289 Comments



The 2020 election will go down as arguably the greatest

fraud in world history.  The tremendously popular

incumbent candidate, President Trump, was easily winning

the race on election night in a landslide and then suddenly

multiple states took a break, quit counting, and by the end

of the week the election was flipped to Joe Biden.

Then, as the President and his team attempted to address

the fraud and alleged abnormalities, the courts refused in

any case evidence to be brought before a court of law.

We’ve heard over and over from Big Media that President Trump and his team

lost numerous court cases linked to the 2020 election.  But this is not

accurate.

Here’s what we identified from our research of an accurate and updated list of

court cases:

There are 81 court cases to date based on the 2020 election

In 45 cases President Trump was the plaintiff

In 34 cases President Trump is not the plaintiff

In 2 cases President Trump is the defendant

In 72 cases illegal voting is alleged

In ZERO of the 72 cases where illegal voting is alleged has evidence been

allowed to be presented



30 cases remain active

Here is a link to the list of cases.  Notice this file is updated on

an ad hoc basis so numbers may change.

2020 Election Court Cases by Jim Hoft on Scribd



In the 2020 election:

Thousands of instances of fraud were alleged



Multiple states changed laws to provide for absentee ballots and the

remedy is alleged to be not legal

The FBI to date has done nothing to review the alleged fraud

The DOJ denied any alleged material instances of fraud

The Democrats are accused of the alleged election fraud

The state legislatures certified their results with millions of ballots in

question

The US Congress accepted these certified results which ignored the

thousands of instances of election fraud

VP Mike Pence accepted the results despite state legislatures asking him

to examine the results

And now we know the courts didn’t allow a single instance of evidence

of fraud to be presented to date.

Americans are livid with the actions that took place in the

2020 election and believe the election was stolen. There

are numerous reasons for this.
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Mueller sham investigation, the origins of the China coronavirus, and 2020 Election fraud. Joe was a
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"Tomorrow's News Today". His new book: 'In God We Trust: Not in Lying Liberal Lunatics' is out now -
please take a look and buy a copy.
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